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Davenports
5, 6 & 7 Charing Cross Underground Arcade,
 Strand, London, WC2N 4HZ

Tel: 020 7836 0408  Fax: 020 7379 8828

Known the world over and famous as makers of magic and publishers since 1898

www.davenportsmagic.co.uk

The main effect offered is a new approach to the Torn & Restored plot.
Starting with a corner really being torn from a corner of a card.  With some
business, the corner is stapled back onto the card which is signed by a
spectator. You now proceed to visually heal the torn corner and hand out
the card for inspection where there is nothing to find, just the two staples
which once held the card together.  Five other strange occurrences are
included. ‘Twirl and Shout’, where a card on a table from before the
trick begins, transforms to the signed card.  ‘Dear Diary’.  A diary is used
to reveal a signed card, far too strange to be a coincidence.  ‘Take Note’.
Where a prediction written on a pad visibly changes to a signed
selection as it is torn from the pad. ‘Signature Piece’.  A signed two-card

transpo with a difference which just blows people away.  Finally, ‘Boxing
Clever’. A super-easy card to matchbox where the simple gimmick does all the work.  Soft back

booklet, art paper, 6 x 8 inches, 28 pages, photographically fully illustrated.     Price: £10.50 Post Paid U.K.

"RIPPED & REPAIRED"
David Forrest
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Quite a lot of you picked up on the non-deliberate
mistake last time! I had mentioned that we had a
super trick from Tim Shoesmith – but it was left out
of the magazine as we had no room for it! So you’ll
find it this time instead and I’m sure you will enjoy it.

There is a new competition for you on page 21;
remember someone has to win and it could be you!
Last time there were so few entrants that I
wondered if anyone was actually reading the
magazine at all?

By the time you read this I’ll be in the United States as
my husband-to-be, Rob Cox, has a lecture tour over
there. We’ll be travelling around New England,
visiting places such as Boston and Salem (which is
famous for witches), and we’ll be meeting lots of
magicians in local magic clubs throughout these areas.

I will be hosting a super new event at the Bristol Day of Magic in Weston Super Mare this
year. Instead of a workshop we will be holding an Autograph Party where you can come and
have exclusive access to the stars of the convention. You will be able to chat to them, take
photos, ask questions – and, of course, collect autographs! This major event takes place on
‘Star Wars Day’ – May the 4th (be with you!) For more details see the news page overleaf.

In July I’m off to Louisville, Kentucky, for one of the most important conventions of the year.
The IBM (International Brotherhood of Magicians) and the SAM (Society of American
Magicians) have come together to hold a joint event which will feature huge competitions
and some top stars including Mac King, David Williamson, Michael Finney and our own John
Archer. Almost two thousand people have registered so it’s going to be amazing! Then I
come back to a very exciting August which will include a trip to the Edinburgh Fringe
Festival to soak up lots of comedy and drama.

It’s going to be a busy summer!
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page 3 • editorial • mandy’s magic words

page 4 • news • all the latest info

page 7 • homing in on history • harban tarbell

page 8 • tricks • tim shoesmith

page 11 • member profile • joel mawhinney

page 12 • feature • wow blackpool

page 14 • soap box • joe harper

page 15 • tricks • chris wardle

page 16 • reviews • tricks, books & dvds

page 20 • funny bunny • puzzle, humour

Derren Brown
Mind Reader:
An Evening of Wonders

Derren Brown is back in the West End for the first

time in two years!

32 performances - strictly limited season.

FRIDAY 2 MAY TO SATURDAY 7 JUNE

Garrick Theatre, 2 Charing Cross Road, London

WC2H 0HH

Box office: 0844 412 4662

Ticket prices: £22.50 - £40.00

www.markleveridge.co.uk 

NEW RELEASES 2008 
Full details available from our website

Mark Leveridge Magic, 13A Lyndhurst Rd, Exeter EX2 4PA 
Tel: 01392 252000 E-mail: magic@markleveridge.co.uk 

*Online and Telephone Orders - P&P charged on a weight based scale. Mail Orders 
paid by cheque/PO, please add 20% of order value. A credit note will be issued for 

overpayments compared to weight based prices of £1.00 or more . CD Lecture Books 
and TricKlip CDs ordered on their own sent post free. 

We accept Mastercard, Visa, American Express and Maestro 

Ultimate Ripped - £15 The Horizontal 
Card Rise - £20 

Animal Antics - £20 
The Walkabout 

Colour Coins Routine - £25 

BRISTOL DAY
OF MAGIC

Can’t wait for May 4th! This is going to be
another exciting day at Weston Super Mare.
One of my all-time favourite magicians,
Stephen Bargatze, will be headlining a great
array of talent. For card workers Lennart
Green will be lecturing and performing, for
mentalists Marc Paul will do a one-man show;

for children’s magi-
cians Mark
Leveridge will be
revealing his secrets
and for stage per-
formers there will be
Juliana Chen,
Brando and Silvana,
Antje Pode and
Mike O’Brien – not
forgetting ex-YMC
member Paul Dabek.
For more details visit
www.bristolsociety-
ofmagic.co.uk

Huge apologies to Mark Leveridge who
wrote recently very worried that his advert

wasn’t changed in the last issue of Secrets as
he had requested. Check out Mark’s latest

advert on page 22. Above is the advert which
was missed - sorry Mark!

Juliana Chen
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GRADUATES’ SESSION
APRIL 19TH 2008

If you are going to be eighteen this year please
remember that Examination Secretary Rob Cox is
holding a morning session about becoming a
member of The Magic Circle during our April
workshop. So do let me know if you’ll be coming
along.

Richard Stupple
Tribute
As you know, the founder of YMC,
Richard Stupple, passed away at the
end of last year. A magic event, in his
memory, will be held at The Addison
Centre, Kempston on Friday April 4th
starting at 7.30 p.m.

Magicians taking
part are:
Ali Bongo,
Alan Shaxon,
Terry Herbert,
Mike O’Brien,
Peter Scarlett,
Brian Miller and
Audrey,
Roy Davenport
and
ex-YMC member
Jonathan Shotton.

Tickets, costing £12.00 each (which includes a
ploughman’s supper), are available from

01234 851607 or 01234 851366. All proceeds
will go to the Sue Ryder Care Hospice that

looked after Richard.

Rob Cox

Roy Davenport

Peter Scarlett

Alan Shaxon



Reality TV!
Channel 4 are looking for people over the age
of sixteen who might be interested in a forth-
coming project. This is for you if you are hop-
ing, over the next year, to achieve a certain
goal, wish to deal with personal issues, make
a professional dream a reality and/or address
relationship problems. You would need to be
filmed for the next 365 days! If you fit this pro-
file then email: youth@sotelevision.co.uk or
call 020 7960 2009 and all enquiries will be
treated in the strictest confidence.

GUESSWHO?
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APRIL 19
MAY 17
JUNE 14
JULY 19
SEPTEMBER 6
OCTOBER 19 (Sunday J-Day)
NOVEMBER 15
Workshop fee £5.00

As always workshops will run Please be sure
to bring a packed lunch (drinks and crisps
will be provided free), a deck of cards, note-
book and a pen as
minimum requirements for the day.

Please register in advance each time -
Email: mandy@themagiccircle.co.uk

Workshop Dates 2008

Founded  1930 
President: Roy Longmuir 

10  
of your favourite  

Magic Dealers  
Dealers demonstrations  

throughout the day 
Plus 

2 mini lectures 
by 

John Clayton & Chris Burton 
&&

Special guest lecture  

Keith Bennett 
Enquiries to: 

John Clayton Hon Secretary: 01708 732298 
PLEASE DO NOT LEAVE MOBILE NUMBERS AS CONTACT 

or visit our website 
www.merlinmagicalsociety.co.uk 

At 
POTTERS BAR UNITED REFORMED CHURCH 

Tilbury Hall 
Darkes Lane 

Potters Bar Hertfordshire EN6 1BZ 
Doors open 9am - 5.30pm 

See page 21 for answer!



Harlan Tarbell
(1890-1960)

“Numerous magicians have
shared a
common teacher:
Harlan Tarbell”

(David Copperfield)

Harlan Eugene Tarbell was born on
February 23, 1890 in Illinois
(America). As a child he showed great
promise as an illustrator, with his
cartoons published in a local newspaper
at the age of twelve. One of his
earliest encounters with magic was at
this age, when he had to walk five miles
along a railway track in order to see
Dante, Howard Thurston’s successor,
perform.

Tarbell was both a professional
illustrator and a magician, so was hired by
various magic companies to illustrate their
publications such as Hilliard’s ‘Greater
Magic’. During World War I, Tarbell worked
with a medical department in France while
still illustrating professionally and studying
with Claude Monet. Harlan Tarbell died on
June 16, 1960 of a cardiac arrest, dying at
the age of seventy.

As a magician Tarbell performed
extensively during the 1930s in opera
houses and theatres, billed as ‘The World Fa-

mous Mystery Scientist’, where he
featured his Eyeless Vision act (essentially
a blindfold routine). However, his greatest
contribution to the magical community
has undoubtedly been his course in
magic… ‘The Tarbell Course in Magic’ was
an idea of the publishers ‘Cooke and
Jordan’, who were interested in produc-
ing a correspondence course in magic
(similar to the ‘Chavez School of Magic’)
in the 1920s. They initially hired Tarbell
and Walter Baker, another magician based
in Chicago, to produce the course but
Baker dropped out of the project at an
early stage. They next approached Harry
Houdini to author the lessons, but Houdini
declined, recommending Tarbell –
ironically Houdini would later buy a total
of three copies of the course!

The publishers first had in “mind a course
of fifty tricks for business men and those
who wanted to entertain socially. One
trick was to be sent per week with appro-
priate prop included. Course to

last fifty weeks”. How-
ever, the first few lessons
that Tarbell wrote gained so much
interest within the magical community
that he asked permission to write “a real
course in magic for the training of magi-
cians”; the publishers, having faith in him,
gave him $50,000 with which to create
the course. By 1928 Tarbell had finished
the course, producing sixty lessons with
over 3,100 illustrations, all of which were
drawn by him.

Tarbell said that “A magician is not a
magician because he knows tricks but
because he knows magic – the principles,

the fundamentals”, and this is evident
from his lessons which gradually build
upon the fundamental skills that are
taught. Within three years over 10,000
complete courses had been sold
throughout the world - even some witch
doctors in Africa and Bali were enrolled!
However in 1931 the publishers were
forced to discontinue marketing the
course.

Fortunately in 1941 magician Louis
Tannen, owner of ‘Tannen’s Magic’
shop and an early student of the Tarbell
course, purchased the rights to the
publication (“Because it was held in
such high esteem was the deciding
factor that prompted us to purchase the
copyright”). Tannen worked closely with
Tarbell to produce, in book form, the
correspondence lessons. However,
when news came out of the
Tarbell Course being republished,
magicians began offering their original
material for the new volumes; thus the
new course contained much additional

material. A total of eight volumes,
each consisting of roughly

400 pages, were
published and are still
available today. They
are almost
u n i v e r s a l l y
regarded as
the best

course in
m a g i c ,

suitable for
both amateur

and professional.
Indeed Karl Fulves

says of them,
“Although originally is-

sued over three decades
ago, the concepts and princi-

ples outlined in these volumes
have easily kept pace with the times.”
Tarbell once said “To be a great teacher
one must not only teach but inspire”. It
is clear that he was and still is an inspi-
ration for many magicians today.

HOMING IN ON HISTORY
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by Sam Clarke



Any magician who tells you they never have trouble with
the general public is likely to be lying. It doesn’t matter
how good you are some people need to be the centre of
attention… all the time. When you arrive with your charm
and consummate skill most parties will have one individual
who just won’t let it lie!

There is of course a difference between playing off
friendly, or indeed not so friendly, banter. There are
instances where the persistent heckler livens up a gig but,
on the occasions it turns nasty, it is best to have a few
weapons in reserve.

I regularly come across a hostile individual. I think the rea-
son is that most of my effects are achieved by sleight of
hand. A couple of my effects have ten to fifteen sleights
in a two-minute presentation. If someone chooses to
stare at my hands they may well spot something. Gener-
ally it doesn’t really matter what they spot, or indeed the
validity of their claim, they are a dangerous species and
should be stopped at the earliest opportunity. If you let it
continue an appreciative audience will turn into an analyti-
cal one quickly. This is obviously undesirable and action
should be taken.

I have several solutions; sometimes I reason with them,
sometimes I put them down with a well worn gag. Most
times I perform the effect described below; it is a version
of Card to Mouth, which leaves our little scoundrel
nowhere to hide. You need to have a card signed; typi-
cally I am performing my award wining Ambitious Card
routine.

Invisible Card
to Mouth

As our little ‘prophet for
the people’ becomes more
vocal I step to his/her right
hand side. This works best
if the individual is sitting, it
is risky if the individual
stands taller than you.

The signed selection is face
down on top of the deck. I
gain a break above the bot-
tom card and transfer the
deck into right hand Biddle
grip, maintaining the break
with the right thumb.

I swing cut half the deck into
left hand dealing position.

Then I thumb the top card
face up to reveal the selection.

The left thumb pushes the
card over again and, with the

help of the right hand,
flips the selection face
down.

The right hand moves
above the left. The top
half of the left hand
packet is exposed.
The right second/third
fingers puts pressure
on the centre of the top card of the left hand packet and

moves forward out
jogging the selected
card. The right and
left hand packets
align, right on top of
left.

The left little finger contacts the edge
of the bottom card of the right hand
packet. As the left hand swings to
the left, the palm now facing the

floor, the bottom card is
added to the packet.

This exposes the out jogged
selection, however the addi-
tional card cannot be seen.

The left index finger pushes the
selection flush with the face-up
packet and the left hand swings
palm up so the back of the addi-
tional card is seen by the audi-
ence. The picture shows an
exposed view of the action; at
this point the palm should be
facing the floor. The action
takes place as the hand re-
volves, bringing the backs of the
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However if they are really fooled,
and this happens in over 50% of
cases, I proceed as follows;

I start spreading the cards face
up close to the spectator’s face.
When I reach about half way I
split the deck, holding half a
spread deck in my right hand
and half in my left. I point with
the right hand packet at the left.
As their eyes search the left hand
packet my right hand returns to
the mouth and takes the selection face down underneath
the face up cards. My right hand returns to my left plac-
ing its cards face up on top of the face up packet in the
left hand.

The cards are immediately
turned face down and the pack
is spread once again, revealing
the face up selection in the
centre. I look surprised! I say,
“Your too good for me!”
Once again I leave gracefully.

This is a very important tool for
me. I need the spectator’s
friends to know that I am in
control. More importantly
when I leave the group and this
person starts to whine, saying

my magic is easy and any fool knows that he has a
miniature photocopier in his
pocket to create a duplicated
signature. His/Her credibility is
gone; I have clearly controlled
the situation and deserve to get
paid!

It is best to leave the group at
this point and move on to
pastures new. If you give the
neonatal a second chance you
may well regret it - I have in the
past. The rule is; once you fool
the difficult individual move on,
there are always more deserving people to be entertained.

Thanks to J-Jay Jaxon for acting the part of the idiot, he
did it so well.

cards into view.

Done correctly the spec-
tators will believe the top
card is the signed selec-
tion.

The right hand packet is fanned by gripping it
between thumb and
fingers. The thumb moves over the fingers so spreading
the cards.

The top card of the left hand packet is swivelled to the
right and inserted into the fan. It is critical that it is left
out jogged as shown in the photograph below.

Now two things happen
at once. The right hand
moves towards the spoilt
brat’s stomach as the left
hand moves towards your
mouth. As the out
jogged card touches the
spectators clothing the
top card (signed selection)
enters your mouth. The
misdirection is very
strong! The eyes have no choice but to follow the right
hand packet.

The pack is quickly reassembled.
Personally I Charlier cut with the
left hand placing the right hand,
cards in the middle, but this is
not necessary.

What happens next really
depends on how the spectator
reacts. In a small number of
cases the spectator will look up

quickly. If this is the case I immidiately say, “I had you,
didn’t I? Just for a moment,
I’m sure I did!” I grin at the
same time and, in most
instances, the little devil
buckles, they start to laugh and
the battle is won. I leave
triumphant to find further
conquests. If they look up
when their friends start
laughing the battle is one and
again I leave gracefully.
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DEALING WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE
Tim Shoesmith
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Raymond appears at over 150 corporate shows a year. His work has been featured on “World’s Greatest 

Magic IV “ and he received a standing ovation for his performance at the 2003 FISM. Classically trained 

in mime, Raymond applies these techniques to the humble Zombie Ball with some astonishing results,

a complete routine for the Zombie using no cloth and no Zombie gimmick!  Each phase of the

routine is discussed in full detail.  Mini classes in mime techniques are taught, such as ‘fixed point’

and the showing of weight.  This DVD is a must to anyone wishing to learn more about combining

illusionary mime with magic. The routine is designed for stage/platform use but the principles taught 

here can be relevant to any performing environment.  AN IMPORTANT & BEAUTIFULLY PRESENTED DVD

In association with RayMOND Crowe

pprroouuddllyy pprreesseenntt aa ssttuunnnniinngg nneeww ddvvdd

AA SSUUPPEERRBB LLeeccttuurree oonn aa nnoo ggiimmmmiicckk,, NNOO ccllootthh ZZoommbbiiee!!
“It’s just great. I’d hate you if

I didn’t like you so much!” Tina Lenert

“I used to hate ZOMBIE, not any

more - Excellent!”  Wayne Dobson

IInntteerrnnaattiioonnaall MMaaggiicc,, LLoonnddoonn

E: admin@internationalmagic.com / Tel: +44 (0) 20 7405 7324  Fax: +44 (0) 20 7831 2927

CLERKENWELL Rd.THEOBALDS Rd.

HIGH HOLBON.
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CHANCERY LANE
underground station

underground
station

INTERNATIONAL
MAGIC

London’s
Magic Centre International Magic

89 Clerkenwell Road, London EC1R 5BX. UK

For Full details visit: www.internationalmagic.com

Raymond Crowe is a cutting edge thinker who takes the floating ball

well over the edge with concepts and teaching guaranteed to make

you a better Zombie manipulator.    Jeb (Sable) Sherrill

The production is top notch. Everything is beautifully written,

staged, directed and scored. The little silent movie and extras

are also priceless.  Congratulations on some great work    John Carney

The Naked Zombie is a real fooler. Raymond Crowe not only fooled

me in his performance, but while he was doing his explanation – he did it

again! I still cannot believe the illusion that he created with his body and hand

movements. This is real magic.    Bev Bergeron

£17.50 plus 10% p&p
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What Kind Of Magic Do You Enjoy The
Most? At the moment probably card magic
after seeing some of the members at the
workshop doing some brilliant card tricks.

What do you like most about Secrets? It’s
the only thing I ever get in the post!

Favourite magic DVD? Revolutionary Card
Magic by Jay Sankey, it has some really good
stuff on it.

Strongest non-magical performing influ-
ences? Johnny Depp and Jack Black.

Strongest magical influences? Chris Angel is
so cool and Derren Brown blows my mind.

What is your favourite magic on TV? I just
watch magic DVD’s.

Which magician would you most like to be
and why? I’d like to be Jay Sankey as he is
incredibly funny and has brilliant sleight of
hand (though I don’t want to look like him as
he’s totally bald!)

If you had your own TV chat show and
could interview any three people - real or
fictitious, dead or alive - who would they
be? Fernando Torres (Liverpool striker), Yoda
and Gregory Wilson.

Top tip for getting into magic? Get a long
mirror and stand in front of it and practise and
practise until the trick is perfect. Always have
a pack of cards with you and enjoy performing.

Some people I would like to thank in magic
for either their help or encouragement? I
would like to thank my papa who let me spend
ages in the Downtown Disney Magic Masters
store where I first got the magic bug. To my
friend Christopher who bought me Marvin’s
Magic Hat for my sixth birthday and to my
family who endlessly watch my tricks – the
good and the bad ones!

Age: Ten years old.

Current Home? Bangor in Northern Ireland.

Joined The Young Magicians Club? August
2007, on my tenth birthday.

Hobbies apart from Magic? I love football
and I’m the goalie for my local team. I play the
piano and the trumpet. I love drama and
acting in plays.

Favourite magic book? I haven’t read too
many but I like Mark Wilson’s Encyclopaedia of
Magic.

Favourite Non-Magic Book? Anything by
Anthony Horowitz –very funny and exciting.

Favourite Film? I’m a Star Wars fan and my
favourite is Episode V: The Empire Strikes Back.

Favourite Magicians? Chris Angel and Jay
Sankey.

Joel Mawhinney
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The biggest magic convention in the World was
absolutely fantastic and, for those of you who were there,
the song “Tie a Yellow Ribbon” will always have a lasting
memory….

I arrived at the Avon Hotel on Friday morning feeling so ex-
cited. The hotel was on Albert Road just a spit away from
both the Winter Gardens and the Headquarters hotel, The
Ruskin.. We wandered up to the Winter Gardens and regis-
tered; then we quickly headed to the Dealers’ Hall where
there seemed to be a never-ending amount of dealers with a
vast array of products. I would suggest, if you ever go to the
convention, that you take a notebook and write down the
things you see on the first day. Then evaluate the products at
a later time, when you are not overwhelmed by all the deal-
ers, and sum up which products are right for you.
I attended the first lecture by David Sousa who gave some
very good pointers on stage positioning, especially for manip-
ulation. The next lecture was Pattrick Przysiecki who pre-
sented a great range of tricks with great themes. He was a
very nice guy and talked to me, and a few others from my so-
ciety (Aberdeen), at the Ruskin later on.

I then took a break and watched some of the European Close
Up Championship. My favourite act was Charming Choi as he
had a great personality and presented his innovative effects

so cleanly and elegantly. He came second, beaten by Olmac
from France who took first place, and former YMC member
Darren McDonald who was third.

I had to leave the Championship early, however, to catch the
Shawn Farquhar lecture which was well worth it. He was full
of energy and had a great attitude towards magic with some
great ideas. He was hilariously funny and an easy guy to talk
to, having an almost four hour conversation with him and my
friends at the Ruskin.

There followed a lecture by David Stone who created a great
stage persona and was also extremely funny. He had created
some great methods for tricks and I would suggest buying
the DVD just for the beginning.

Next was an utter genius! Lennart Green’s lecture was ab-
solutely great and brought a new life to card magic which
has given me so much inspiration to develop mine to the
highest level possible. This concluded a brilliant day of lec-
tures - but the night was not over yet….

Some members
of the Aberdeen
society, my dad
and I headed to
the Ruskin where
we met up with a
variety of people
including Shawn
Farquhar and
Richard Sanders.
We left the
Ruskin at about
2.30am and
somehow man-
aged to get a
curry! We got
back to the Hotel
about 5.00am
which left just a
few hours sleep
before we had to
be up again.

The first thing I
managed to get
to on Saturday
was David
Solomon’s lecture
which was again
another great
one, giving new

insights to card magic, and I think everyone came away
having learnt something.

I watched some close up in the Horseshoe Area which I

WOW - BLACKPOOL!
By Tom Procter

Above: Dealers Hall
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thought was badly set up; but the magic was good. Next on
the list was J C Wagner’s lecture which I thoroughly enjoyed.
This was also cards but I was not at all bored. His ideas were
great and afterwards I spent about two hours at a table with
him having a free private lesson which was a fantastic experi-
ence - apart from the bit where I accidentally drank his Rum
and Coke!

He said:

“Blackpool Magic Convention is a fantastic event with a great
ambience. This is my first time here and I would
have to say that this is one of the best conven-
tions in the world. Everyone is so friendly and
everyone has been very kind to me.”

I then had another look round the Dealer’s Hall
and spent way too much money! Off for some
food and soon enough it was time for the “UK v
Rest of the World Show” which was fabulous in
parts. It included Danny Hunt and Annette with-
had Danny hanging upside down for about ten
minutes, waiting for water to fill his death tank
escape. Eventually this was good and convinced
me to buy a lock picking set. I also enjoyed
Rafael’s act, which was themed around Dracula
and had some jaw-dropping illusions, and Shawn
Farquhar’s act which was a card trick done to
“Shape of my Heart” by Sting. I have never usu-
ally liked dove acts but, after seeing Shimada end
the show on Saturday, I have a completely differ-
ent view on dove magic now as it was incredible!
What topped the night off for me was that I sat
next to Kostya Kimlat in the theatre and had a
good laugh with him.

After the show I was completely worn out and went straight
to bed, having not got much sleep the night before.

I slept in on Sunday so the first thing I was able to attend

was the Shoot Ogawa lecture which I’m glad I did not miss
as it was a cracker. His coin magic was great but the bit I
most enjoyed about his lecture was his thimble magic which
was genius!

Kostya Kimlat was next on the agenda and did not disap-
point. His ideas were great and he could cull extremely
quickly! I bought his lecture notes straight away and talked to
him later in the Ruskin.

I missed the Michael Close lecture but didn’t miss the Richard
Sanders one. I was pleased as it was very good and his Fibre
Optics routine was something to die for. I was appalled,
though, at the end as people were leaving from all over the
room and some even walked straight in front of him while he
was still talking!

The Gala Show started well with a great manipulation act
from Mahka Tendo and also included Antje Pode, who
performed a very unique and brilliant act in which she jug-
gled suitcases on her feet. Topas performed a cool act,
pulling numerous speakers out of a box, only, big enough for
one to create a tune and the Yamagami Brother’s illusion act
looked good to me, sitting in the Circle, but, to my friends,
higher up in the balcony it didn’t look so good. Ken Dodd,
who is my idol, said a few words at halfway and was very
funny. It made my weekend when I met him in a corridor,
shook his hand and got my picture with him. Best of all, he
pulled a photo out of his pocket signed it and gave it to me.

We went to the After Gala show which was quite good but
what spoilt it was the sheer volume of the music and the
bass actually physically made me feel sick. We got invited, by
Shawn Farquhar, to join a table which included himself,
Shoot Ogawa and Helder Guimaraes - which was Ace! We
also met Justin Lee Collins and Alan Carr before heading to

the Ruskin again for a final magical chat before going back to
the hotel.

The weekend went so quickly, was absolutely amazing and I
have already registered for next year so see you all there!

Above: Tom with David Stone

Above: Tom with Ken Dodd
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Friday 8th February was the Derby Magic Circle's
President's Night and the host and hostess were Clive
Moore and Jean Ellison. The acts were John
Palfreyman, Brian Sefton, Jack Gleadow and me plus
Clive and Jean.

Last year Jack and I attended a meeting of the
Northern Magic Circle where we had to perform a
ten minute routine. In the audience were the
President of the Northern and Derby Magic Circles
who liked what they saw and so asked us both to
take part on the 8th.

As we lived over a hundred miles away from Derby
we had to rush from school to get to the church hall.
But within half an hour of arriving I was introduced
as the first performer of the event. I performed the

act that won me second place at J-Day, with the
addition of a Cards Across routine inspired by Roger
Drew. Jack performed, as usual, in a comedy style
and featured routines that won him first place at
J-Day. John Palfreyman acted as compere for the
evening as well as performing several routines. To
end the show was Brian Sefton who did a highly
polished manipulation act. After the show was the
dinner where everybody had fish and chips which
was followed by the announcement that the night
had raised several hundred pounds for numerous
charities.

Overall it was a very successful night and we both
enjoyed it as well as receiving good reviews from the
audience.

Joe Harper

Left to right; Jack Gleadow, John Palfreyman, Joe Harper and Brian Sefton

Derby Magic Circles

Presidents Night
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• Effect
The performer displays a deck of
cards and an envelope which
contains a prediction. The cards are
handed to a spectator who is
asked to shuffle them. Despite not
touching the cards, the performer
is mentally influencing the mixing
process! When the spectator is
satisfied, the cards are taken off
the face of the deck in groups of
three. If the three cards are all red,
they are placed in a pile on the left.
If the three cards are all black they
are placed in a pile on the right and
if the three cards are mixed red
and black, then they are placed in
a discard pile in the middle. As
there are fifty-two cards, and they
are removed in groups of three
from the face of the deck, there
will be one single card left over at
the end. This is placed in a pile on
its own. The performer now opens
the envelope and reads three
statements:

The discard pile contains the
most cards.

There are more cards in the red
pile than the black pile.

The single card left at the end is
red.

All three predictions are shown to
be correct!

• Method
This is adapted from an old
mathematical principle which you
will find in many beginners’ magic
books. The original standard
version of this trick has two black
cards secretly removed from the
deck. This is shuffled and they are
removed two cards at a time. If
both are red then they go into one
pile, if both are black they go into
another pile and if they are a red
and a black card then they are
discarded. A prediction would read
‘You have two more cards in the
red pile than the black pile’.

The problem with this trick is that
anyone thinking about the cards
mathematically would realise that
there must be two black cards
missing, as there is an equal
number of red and black cards in a
deck and an even number of red
and black cards in the discard pile.
I have therefore disguised the
mathematics by having three cards

taken at a time instead. This could
mean two black and one red, or
two red and one black. I have also
added a non-mathematical
element by having the final card's
colour predicted. The prediction
you reveal is double-sided, with the
same two predictions on both
sides. The final prediction reads
‘The single card left at the end is
black’ on the other side. You show
this side if the last card is black.
Simply remove the card from the
envelope carefully and only show
one side of it. To set up all you
need to do is to remove three black
cards from the deck and have your
double-sided prediction ready in an
envelope. Perform the trick as
described and you have made

three apparently impossible
predictions!

Because of the random na-
ture of the mixing of the
cards, about one in every
ten times you perform this
you will find that the second
prediction does not work.
(You will either get an equal
number of black and red
cards or even more black
cards than red cards. It all
depends on how thorough
the shuffling is, as repeated

riffle shuffles could even lead to
the entire deck alternating red and
black!) However this only happens
once in a while and you have still
predicted two out of three things
correctly. Sometimes mental ex-
periments are actually STRONGER
magically if you get one of the
predictions wrong.

COLOUR
PREDICTION

�
Easy

by Chris Wardle
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things that youmightwant to beg, borrowor steal (in amagical sense)

Tony Miller is the editor of the magazine Channel One, which
is filled with magic and irreverent humour. He has come up
with an interesting twist on the ‘Card at any Number’
concept, one which does not require a deck! A spectator
chooses a number and the magician removes from his wallet
a special card and a playing card. The special card has a
chart with the names of the cards in a deck assigned to the
numbers 1 to 52. The spectator looks at his chosen
number and, voilá, the card you removed is his.

Obviously, you don’t have a full deck of cards in your
wallet. I don’t think I’m giving anything away when I
say that you do have more than these two cards in your
wallet but what you need to carry is manageable.

There is a tiny bit of memorisation required (a very
tiny bit) and some rehearsal is necessary, but the
method is very clever. You might question why the number card is needed,
but you can probably come up with a good reason. Tony said he wanted to come up with a

combination of ‘Any Card at Any Number’ and ‘Card to Wallet’ without having to carry around a deck
and gaffed wallet. I think he’s done a good job.

POCKET SPACE
Anthony Miller � ReviewedbyMatthewField

8/10

Four special c
ards and an

illlustrated ins
truction

booklet. (abo
ut £15)

including pos
tage worldwi

de.

From £15.99 + £2.
60 p&p

from www.dudeth
atscool-

magic.com.

Value for mon
ey?

7/10

7/10
Worth the pra

ctice?

Amaze your fr
iends?

For those of you who are thinking about starting to perform children’s shows Colonel Custard’s DVD is a
must. An experienced and successful entertainer, Paul (as he is also known) reveals all his secrets as far
as setting up a magic business is concerned. He gives some really helpful tips and ideas
(although the database he recommends is extremely expensive for you at this stage, the information it
covers is useful for you to know). From the first enquiry to the structure of the show, from when to ar-
rive to how to take a custard pie in the face (!) Paul proves he leaves nothing to chance. This DVD is

produced as an interview with Magic
Dave firing the questions.

Magic Dave, like Paul, is also an
award-winning Children’s magician
and has launched a second DVD
recently. This one gives some
advice on sound equipment and
then reveals some of Dave’s
routines with various props. He
covers Miser’s Dream, Mutilated Parasol and
Nest of Wands as well as some excellent ideas for both silent puppets
and ventriloqusim. Dave also has an interesting trick for older children, the
Top Trump Card Tear, and everything on the DVD is
explained in minute detail. However you will need to buy the props in
order to benefit from the information here. By investing in these two
DVDs you’ll have everything you need to start performing for children of
all ages.

THE KING OF CUSTARD Paul Megram
BISH BASH BOSH Magic Dave
� ReviewedbyMandyDavis

8/10
Value for money?

N/A

8/10
Worth the practice?

Amaze your friends?

�
Easy

DVD £20.00 + £2.00 p+pfromwww.colonelcustard.comDVD £20.00 + £2.00 p+pfrom www.magicround-about.net/shop

reviews
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��
Takes practice

THE INCREDIBLE DANCING PAPER NAPKIN
Scott Francis and David Allen � ReviewedbyMatthewField

This unassuming DVD contains what I consider to be a fabulous trick. It’s somewhat similar in appear-
ance to Sean Begunia’s Animated Hankie but instead of costing hundreds of pounds you can make up
one of these for a few pence. Obviously the el cheapo version will not do everything the automated
model will - but this plays very well, especially for chil-
dren. Bob Read got plenty of stage time out of the ani-
mated hank.

This version uses a paper napkin as well as something
you probably have at home, and enables you to roll
up the napkin and have its tip point at you or away
from you, appear to climb up your arm, kiss you,
poke in your ear… you get the idea.

There are, as the dealers like to say, no strings or
wires; you can pretty much set up on the fly (if you
have the necessary gimmick on you), and you
crumple up the napkin when you’re finished and
throw it away. There is no hook-up.

See a performance on YouTube at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n2JBby5Sjto

10/10

DVD £18.99 + £2.60 p+p fromwww.dudethatscoolmagic.com

Value for money?

9/10

9/10
Worth the practice?

Amaze your friends?

It has been suggested that one possible path to success in magic is to take one thing and learn it well –
so well that you become an expert with it. That’s what young American magician Kostya Kimlat has
done with the Cull, the card utility move usually attributed to Hofzinser, in which one or more cards are
collected beneath the deck as it is spread between the hands.

Kostya’s version of this is the Roadrunner Cull, and it is a thing
of beauty. He can cull one card or half the deck, enabling the
move to be used as a Control, Force - or means to
secretly separate the deck into red and black cards or indeed
into suits. On the DVD he goes step-by-step to teach each
of these applications and several excellent tricks utilising
them.

This is a two-camera production with excellent close-ups
of the action. There are shots from below the deck, as
well as above, and Kostya also performs the moves using
transparent cards for all but the targets, making every-
thing as clear as possible. Kostya performs in restau-
rants in the US and there are examples of all the tricks
done for actual people in real-world conditions, with real-world reactions. A bonus CD-ROM
contains some discussions with Kostya and guest magicians, including Michael Ammar and Vito

Lupo, as well as accompanying pdfs to print notes to the DVD, an excellent booklet titled Mastering the
Cull, plus a bonus trick. I highly recommend this to intermediate card lovers as well as beginners who want to ratchet up their skill level.

THE ROADRUNNER CULL
Kostya Kimlat � ReviewedbyMatthewField

8/10

DVD plus bon
us CD-ROM.

$45 plus $5 p
&p (about

£25 total) via
PayPal from

www.KostyaM
agic.com.

Value for mon
ey?

9/10

9/10
Worth the pra

ctice?

Amaze your fr
iends?

���
Difficult but worth it!
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The UK’s brightest, full colour, independent, bi-monthly magazine 
Miss it and you miss a lot! 

1yr (6 issue) sub: 
£22.50 (UK) 

2yrs (12 issues) sub: 
£39.75 (UK) 

Instant downloads: 
£3.25 per issue 
Available from 

www.magicseen.co.uk 
13A Lyndhurst Rd, Exeter EX2 4PA 

JESTERS MAGIC
(James Smith)

78 High Street,
Lincoln, LN5 8AA

01522 525353

Makers of Fine Quality Hand Crafted Magic...

www.colinrosemimc.co.uk
SeeWebsite for Product Information

Special Magic for Young Magicians Club
(Offer Ends 1st March 2006)

Patrick Page’s Magic Paddle...£10.00
Dutch Sandwich...£35.00
Mini Flash Frame...£25.00

Martin Sanderson

Close-up DVDs
4U

Visit our website
www.sanderson-magic.com

or telephone 0845 900 1317

Special Offer GreatValueBill Goldman
5 effects pack
only £15 inc p&p

ALBION MAGIC
8 Florence Grove, Stone Cross,

West Bromwich, B71 3LL 0121 532 4509
Contact: Alex Powell 07831115448
wwww.albionmagiccompany.co.uk
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COMPETITION
This time you can win the Wayne Dobson Interview on CD. With a running time of over eighty minutes this
two disc set is vital listening for the serious magician. It is part biographical, full or advice and always highly
entertaining. In the end you'll be laughing out loud at the out takes which conclude this gem of the magic
world.

To win this CD set email me or write to me and tell me the name of Wayne's 1990's TV series.

MAGIC
CIRCLES
Can you distribute
the numbers from
1 to 6 on the
intersections of the
three circles so that
the sum of the
numbers on each
circle is identicle to
the other two?

CRYPTOGRAM - THIS MESSAGE HAS BEEN
ENCRYPTED WITH A SIMPLE CIPHER. CAN YOU BREAK
THE CODE TO DISCOVER THE THREE SECRET WORDS?
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Now with professionally shot instructional DVD. 
We launched this exiting item at the Blackpool
convention 2007 where it received a great response 
from all who saw it and consequently was a sell out. 
With this precession made coin you are able to perform coin miracles 
with ease. Mark Lee teaches three routines on his DVD, Clone Across, 
Clone Matrix and Clone Alone. The CLONE COIN effectively gives you 
an extra coin when you need it and vanishes it when you don’t! Limited 
only by your imagination, don’t miss out - 10p Version £29.95                  

Other coins available on request! See website for more details  
www.merlinswakefield.co.uk TEL : 01924 339933    

SOLUTIONS AND ANOUNCMENTS

CONGRATULATIONS To Milo Clare who emailed to let us know the answer to the last
competition: Angleo Carbone invents tricks for the Tenyo company and for Fantasma Magic.

Guess Who? YMC’S own KEVIN DOIG - as you have never seen him before!

Puzzlepix 13 Differences - 1. Charlie caterpillar is shorter. 2. One of his feelers is bent. 3. The table has
an extra ring on its leg. 4. There are more grapes on the bunch. 5. There are more petals on the flowers. 6.
There’s a gap in the table fringe. 7. PomPom on the slipper is missing. 8. Tassel on the sleeve of gown. 9. Border
design on gown is missing. 10. One finger gone from right hand. 11. The wand is longer. 12. The wizards beard is
curly. 13. The flag has different stripes.

Magic Square
Solution

Hungry Mouse
Solution
Unfortunately this
puzzle couldn’t be
solved!?!? Apparently
all but one is the best
you can do :0(



www.markleveridge.co.uk 

A borrowed and signed £10 is spliced by an 
ordinary dinner knife, yet survives undamaged! It looks 

amazing! No re-set. 
Price: £15.00 + P&P*

(See a dem of this item on our website) 

Mark Leveridge Magic, 13A Lyndhurst Rd, Exeter EX2 4PA 
Tel: 01392 252000 E-mail: magic@markleveridge.co.uk 

*Online and Telephone Orders - P&P charged on a weight based scale. Mail Orders 
paid by cheque/PO, please add 20% of order value. A credit note will be issued for 

overpayments compared to weight based prices of £1.00 or more . CD Lecture Books 
and TricKlip CDs ordered on their own sent post free. 

We accept Mastercard, Visa, American Express and Maestro 

TThhee  KKaayymmaarr  MMaaggiicc  CCoommppaannyy
QQuuaall ii ttyy  AAffffoorrddaabbllee  MMaaggiicc

10% Discount to Young Magician
Club Members

TThhee  NNeeww  KKaayymmaarr  CCaattaalloogguuee
iiss  nnooww  aavvaaii llaabbllee  OOnnllyy  ££33--0000

(includes £3-00 discount voucher off future purchases)

Visit our Web site www.kaymarmagic.com
or visit our magic studio at :

The Kaymar Magic Company Ltd
Unit 3, 108 Croft Road,

Nuneaton, Warwickshire. CV10 7DN
02476 353904
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